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A CASE STUDY ANALYSIS ON JOHOR CORPORATION
(JCorp)
Executive Summary Letter
Johor Corporation ( Jcorp ) was incorporated under the Johor State Economic
Development Corporation Enactment No. 4, 1968 ( Amendment 5, 1995 ) as a
development agency and public enterprise. The Corporation is principally engaged in
developing land for the purposes of industrial, agricultural, property, logging and in
corporate activities. Its been called Johor State Economic Development Corporation
was designed

its establishment to break away from bureaucratic binds of a regular

government department and to become a commercially-oriented investment arm of the
Johor State Government. Within the context of Malaysia's New Economic Policy that has
been launched in 1970, Jcorp. was been assigned with the responsibility of making a
success of the Government's affirmative action program so vital to the nation's need to
sustain social harmony and political stability. In our analysis, we found out that:

1.

Johor Corporation still can proceed with their existing mission but they
should take in concern the cost of maintenance i

The

purpose of this is to confirm that the liabilities are not more than assets
because of low profit.

2.

Johor Corporation still can maintained their existing objectives because
there is no obstacle for them to proceed what they want to achieve.

Johor Corporation still can maintained their existing strategies but some alteration should
be make such as restructuring the organization to ensure that they are in the right track or
path. They also should think about reducing bureaucracy because of their competitive
advantages. Concentrating on few activities that brings high pfofit/margin should take
into consideration because too much activities can bring lost of concentration about its
development.
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